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Line 56: it was edited as plasma frequency Line 58-64: ÄŸrt was referenced as you cite Line 89-93: ÄŸrt was referenced as you cite Line 187-194: In this study we used GIM published by CODE FÄŸrG4: It says (Kp*10) and it was edited Fig 1 and Fig 2 were removed from the paper as you suggest. You suggest some refereences, we have added it to our paper. You have also mentioned about that Van earthquake is not suitable to detect ionospheric anomaly induced by earthquake. As you know, There is not much work on this earthquake. Therefore we would like to study this earthquake. In addition to that we want to see ionospheric variations with two different method. As
far as I know, there is no study using two different method in this study. We think that this paper presents this originality.

Please also note the supplement to this comment: